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• Emphasis on explaining **dynamical processes** in nature
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2. Population Biology
   - Charles Elton (1920s): food webs
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3. Mathematical Ecology
   - MacArthur (1950s): island biogeography

4. Disease Ecology
   - Anderson and May (1980s)
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• “the study of **what** is on the people”
  – coined by Spanish physician Villalba in 1802

• Emphasis on the study and analysis of the distribution and determinants of health and disease (“risk factors”)
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   - Hippocrates (c. 400 BC)

2. Miasmatic Theory of Disease
   - Disease results from emanations of ‘bad air’
   - Galen (140 AD)

3. Germ Theory of Disease
   - Disease results from ‘germs’
   - Leeuwenhoek’s microscope (1675)
   - Koch’s postulates (1890)

4. Classical epidemiology
   - ‘Risk factors’
   - John Snow and London cholera (1854)
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• Applied Ecology = **Conservation Biology**
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  - **Approach:** protected area reserves
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    - **Finite population rate of increase** = $\lambda$
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• Applied Epidemiology = **Public Health**
  - **Goal:** protect *populations* from disease via pathogen **extinction**
  - **Approach:** sanitation, quarantine, vaccination
  - **Key Terms:**
    - **Critical Community Size** (CCS): minimum number of hosts sufficient to sustain a pathogen indefinitely
    - **Basic Reproduction Number** = $R_0$
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